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Report on key issues and plans for driving the future success of
Niagara’s Twenty Valley Region

Twenty Valley Strategic Plan

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Board of Directors of the Twenty Valley Tourism Association
(TVTA) has updated the current strategic plan in the wake of
conducting a comprehensive membership research process in
Fall 2016.
It has been deemed key at this point by the Board of Directors
of TVTA to ensure that the current thinking on key issues such as
sustainable funding; strategic segments driving visitation; and
the role and expectations of the Board are thoroughly vetted
and enunciated in a clear and specific plan for driving the future
growth of visitor spending in the Twenty Valley.
The development of the Strategic Plan in 2016 follows on the
execution of a broad based study including membership and
Board members intended to highlight the strengths and
opportunities of the TVTA while focusing on the obvious threats
to its success in providing tourism leadership within the Twenty
Valley.
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TWENTY VALLEY
STRATEGIC PLAN 2017 - 2020
DESTINATION OVERVIEW
Twenty Valley comprises of Beamsville, Vineland and Jordan in the Town of Lincoln and extends to the City of St. Catharines.
Twenty Valley is the gateway to the Niagara Region; a short drive from the country’s largest concentration of population – Toronto/GTA.
Twenty Valley is the largest wine producing region with over 50 vineyards featuring many of the provinces best, boutique wineries. Most
are family run, award-winning estates, set in the majestic natural beauty of the Niagara Escarpment.
Twenty Valley is often described as Niagara’s Sonoma Valley. It is Niagara’s hidden gem; it’s unpretentious, high quality, down to earth
and friendly.
A key factor in the development of Twenty Valley as a destination, serving to expand its tourism impact lies with its proximity on the QEW
corridor for targeting Toronto/GTA. Approximately 200,000 cars a day use the QEW. With increasing heavy congestion, the key is to
create an interception to enable Twenty Valley to become the natural, first stop for visitors entering Niagara.
Lastly the emergence of the waterfront development at Prudomme’s and the City of St. Catharines downtown revitalization offer unique
opportunities to expand Twenty Valley’s tourism footprint and leverage these assets.
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 Prudomme’s will be a landmark; walkable, mixed use,
waterfront neighbourhood with 4.5 kilometers of continuous;
public access to the waterfront. It will be a mix of protected
natural parkland, walking/biking trails and a boardwalk along
the lake, urban style housing, retail and boat tour dock service
to connect Niagara-on-the-Lake and Jordan Harbour.

 The City of St. Catharines is undergoing a transformation that
has slowly injected vibrancy and energy into the downtown
area. Major attractions like the Performing Arts Centre and the
Meridian Centre have attracted young chefs; new high quality,
urban style restaurants, coffee shops and cafés.
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KEY PROCESS OBJECTIVES
The current strategic planning process developed through October of 2016 was executed in line with three fundamental objectives:
Conduct a comprehensive survey of approximately 50 TVTA member stakeholders in addition to holding personal interviews with select
members to capture their perspective of the value and marketing attributes of TVTA
Interview all current board members to provide input to the effectiveness of the Board into strategic decision making.
Hold a strategic planning session with a
select group of Board members and to fine
tune the key elements of a strategic plan,
namely:
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Vision & Mission
What we believe we want to accomplsh

SWOT
Focusing on key opportunies that evolve from our
strengths while mitigating future threats to growing
visitation to the Region

Align all objectives to:
 Consideration of municipal partners and
TPN strategies
 Prevalent trends/demographics within
Ontario/ GTA
 Funding capabilities of TVTA
Test all strategic output on behalf of TVTA
against other destinations recognized as wine
regions, and with product offerings that may
complement or compete with that found in the
Twenty Valley Region.

Isolate
The key strategic imperatives which guide future
strategies and actions required to drive tourism
receipts within Twenty Valley
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RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS

The opinions gathered through this strategic planning process included approximately 30 personal interviews with Board members and
other stakeholders. Additionally, 49 members of TVTA completed an on-line survey intended to extract a broad-based perspective on the
value and opportunities related to member businesses.
The following implications have been derived from these opinions captured through Fall 2016.





TVTA brand requires development, not well defined
TVTA can better engage with members and municipalities
Outdoor activities are a strong support element to the winery/culinary experience
Adjustment of Board composition, feedback on the length of Board members’ tenures was consistent issue

Numerous secondary resources relating to tourism and wine regions were accessed in the environmental scan phase of this process.
The following implications can be drawn from the research utilized in this study:





TVTA enjoys huge potential to focus on mid age couples and millennials in GTA
Marketing focus to consider high quality wine consumer
Target millennials against wine events, also potential for non-wine festival development
Cycling tourist growing at a high rate… capitalize on potential
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STRATEGIC PLANNING COMPONENTS
Vision
TVTA is the leader in destination management having delivered strong results for its stakeholders and by creating a top tourism
destination.

Mission
Aggressively build Twenty Valley’s brand awareness and personality, while showcasing the destination’s exceptional wine & culinary
experience.
Actively grow the membership base through the execution of high value programming, which serves the business needs of the tourism
industry’s stakeholders and municipal partners.
Explore all potential avenues for additional funding, to ensure the sustainability of the organization, by utilizing the profile and influence
of board members and by developing strong partnerships with the funding stakeholders.

Values
An organization’s values, identified in a Strategic Plan, are intended to represent the guiding principles of what the organization both
stands behind and endeavors to hold its staff accountable for all business practices.






Transparency
Accountability
Leadership
Teamwork
Innovation
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SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths
The following strengths define the opportunities and potential
brand positioning required to drive visitation
 Authentic Experiences
 Undiscovered Region… element of surprise
 Beautiful landscape
 More Wineries than any other region
 High quality, boutique wine & culinary experience
 Proximity: Access from Toronto (GTA)
 Breadth of outdoor assets

Weaknesses
The weaknesses cited below fall into both controllable &
uncontrollable factors having an impact on tourism growth
Product
 Twenty Valley brand recognition
 Inadequate services & amenities
 Lack of urban/visitor hub
 Lack of infrastructure to support outdoor activities
 Inadequate public transportation infrastructure
TVTA
 Member engagement
 Underfunded
 Brand execution
 Board Committee structure
 Brand identity

Opportunities

Threats

These opportunities mostly reflect the future urban &
development growth located in regions surrounding Twenty Valley
 St. Catharines core redevelopment
 Biking/Hiking trails
 Waterfront development
 Expanded residential /GO service
 Greenbelt Cycling Route
 Wayfinding: QEW / Wine Route signage
 Brand positioning & recognition

The threats highlighted relate mostly to the expanding role that TVTA
needs to assume moving forward
 Member/Stakeholder apathy
 Sustainable Funding
 TVTA recognition & profile
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STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES
In consideration of background research, SWOT analysis, stakeholder interviews, and current best practices of Destination Marketing
Organizations, TVTA could consider focusing on the primary principles of Destination Management to deliver higher value returns for
stakeholders:








Address funding mechanism
Improve Brand personality / positioning
Address Board succession planning: transition to an Advisory Board
Inventory destination strengths and resources
Focus on Stakeholder communication & engagement
Destination Management: identify current product shortfalls
Improve business practices & elevate the accountability of TVTA

The overriding factor for success during the implementation of the TVTA Strategic Plan is in focusing efforts of the organization against the
broader scope of Destination Management; by addressing not only the marketing needs of the region, but also in assuming a leadership
role in highlighting the tourism product and services required in the future to drive tourism in the Twenty Valley Region.
A Destination Management ‘approach’ considers that the TVTA assumes a role that transcends marketing tactics and event support to one
that focuses on ‘Destination Management & Marketing (DMM). This subtle difference speaks to the need to work with public & private
sector stakeholders to address the tourism product gaps and opportunities, which require support in building an overall stronger offering
to the future visitor.
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ADDRESSING THE GAPS THROUGH STAKEHOLDER ALIGNMENT

OTMP

TPN

Website: Explore Ontario

Product / Destination Development

Social: Instagram, Facebook

Destination Marketing

Content Partnerships

Strategies aligned
to
TVTA visitation

Municipalities/Townships
Lincoln Tourism Planning
St.Catharines Sport/Entertainment Assets
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STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES
Address Funding Mechanism
Focus on funding mechanism as private/public sector partnership support will fall short of financial commitment required to drive
business effectively. Stakeholder alignment will be a critical element of achieving this objective.
Improve Brand Personality & Positioning
The current Twenty Valley brand personality and positioning does not address the region’s true essence. Focus on refining the brand and
executional standards in an effort to promote the communities, products and assets that make this tourism area such a hidden gem.
Destinations can no longer be marketed as a collection of hotels, restaurants, attractions and retail to be successful. Destinations are as
much an emotional and intellectual experience as they are a physical one. Twenty Valley needs to be shaped into an authentic and
compelling compilation of experiences and stories.
Destination Management
The areas of expertise that are required and will need to be activated within the TVTA organization to truly embrace destination
management are strategy: funding, project management, relationship management, tourism research, marketing and communications.
Succession Planning: Transition to an Advisory Board
As a wine and culinary destination, the Board structure has reflected this reality with a heavy focus on recruiting winery representatives.
Moving forward consider focusing on specific business skills at the highest level possible and adding additional municipal partners as a
way of creating alignment, thus strengthening the relationships and support.
Inventory Destination Strengths & Resources
Initiate asset mapping to provide information about the inventory strengths and resources of the communities TVTA represents and
uncover potential solutions to address the needs and gaps. Stakeholder alignment will be a critical element for addressing the gaps.
Focus on Stakeholder Communication & Engagement
There is an opportunity to improve relations with existing and former members and key stakeholders. This can be achieved with a
collaborative approach and an on-going communications strategy to members that is focused largely on outcomes and value.
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SHIFTS IN PLAN:

INTERNAL ONLY

What's different about this plan in comparison to past plans?

FROM …

TO …

Winery Focused

Tourism Focused/Destination Development

Event Execution

Destination Promotion

Advertising Member Businesses

Showcasing the Compelling Experiences in the Destination

Activity Based Reporting

Results Based Reporting

Board Structure Based on Membership Categories

Board Structure Based on Knowledge and Experience in
Destination Management and Funding Partner Alignment

A Destination with Low Awareness

A Destination that has Strong Awareness in Toronto/GTA
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KEY OBJECTIVES & ACTIONS

OBJECTIVE: Increase Revenue to Achieve Sustainable Funding
Strategies

Tactics

Initiatives

Measures

How we achieve our
objectives and goals

How to achieve strategies

The details

Targets to be reached with
milestones

Develop tourism ROI tool/ 3
Year Funding Model

Address issue of
funding
sustainability
through Board
activation within
region

Board to approach funding
partners: ie: TPN Initiative and
Municipal Partners/
Community Economic
Development Stakeholders
from St. Catharines, Grimsby
and West Lincoln

Year 1
Secure at least one municipal funding
partnership

Increase funding by 100%

Year 2
Secure at least two municipal funding
partnerships
Add representatives to the TVTA Board

Strategies and performance synergies
aligned

Year 3
Secure at least 3 funding partnerships (Public or
Private) by the end of Year 3
TPN committed to annual funding contribution

Municipal funding partners secured
and engaged as active Board
members

Municipal Funding Partners view
TVTA as a Tourism Leader and driver
of Economic Value for their
communities
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OBJECTIVE: Increase Revenue to Achieve Sustainable Funding
Strategies

Tactics

Initiatives

Measures

How we achieve our
objectives and goals

How to achieve strategies

The details

Targets to be reached with
milestones

Build a Corporate Sponsorship
Plan to identify potential
corporate sponsors ie:
Financial institutes and other
local/regional businesses with
brand synergies

Year 1
Secure at least one Corporate Title Sponsor for
an event and secondary event sponsors

(cont'd)
Address issue of
funding
sustainability
through Board
activation within
region

Approach and secure
sponsorships

Target wine/culinary
organizations for financial and
in-kind contribution in the
areas of collaborative
research, shared public
relations, social media,
technology and
consumer/tourism insights
and trend Ie: Ontario Culinary
Tourism Alliance (OCTA), Wine
Marketing Association of
Ontario (WMAO) and OTMPC.

Events are self-sustaining and a
consistent source of revenue

Year 2
Secure at least two Corporate Title Sponsors
and secondary event sponsors
Year 3
Add additional self-sustaining community event
with Corporate Title Sponsor and secondary
sponsors
Year 1 and 2
Build collaborative relationships
Year 3
Increase partnerships with Wine & Culinary
organizations; Niagara College, OCTA, WMAO
and OTMPC are a source of shared services,
support, resource for research/tourism trends,
social media and PR

Wine and culinary organizations
assist TVTA in improving TVTA’s
tourism footprint, consumer reach
and tourism intelligence
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OBJECTIVE: Define and Grow the Twenty Valley Brand
Strategies

Tactics

Initiatives

Measures

How we achieve
our objectives and
goals

How to achieve strategies

The details

Targets to be reached with
milestones

Enhance the
Twenty Valley
Brand Positioning
and Personality

Conduct a Brand Essence session
for the Twenty Valley brand

Year 1
Brand Essence session complete

Establish the TVTA brand essence,
personality and brand elements
to effectively represent the
region’s characters, personalities:
artists, distillers, brewers,
winemakers, chefs, culture and
heritage, farmers, shop keepers,
outdoor activities and unique
experiences

Establish Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) to
measure brand awareness, sentiment,
reputation and competitors Prince Edward
County and Niagara-on-the-Lake

Clearly position/differentiate the
brand by utilizing authenticity as a
way to distance Twenty Valley
from Niagara-on-the-Lake

Present new brand to members/stakeholders
to gain buy-in

Twenty Valley recognition and
awareness are equal to or beyond
that of Prince Edward County and
seen as a superior experience vs.
Niagara on the Lake
Visitors see Twenty Valley as a top
Tourism Destination for high quality,
authentic wine and culinary
experiences
A brand that is clearly defined and
understood and resonates with
members/stakeholders

Develop brand guidelines and a
user guide for stakeholders
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OBJECTIVE: Define and Grow the Twenty Valley Brand
Strategies

Tactics

Initiatives

Measures

How we achieve
our objectives and
goals

How to achieve strategies

The details

Targets to be reached with
milestones

Define the Twenty Valley brand
by a series of compelling,
authentic experiences rather than
a listing of members by name

Year 1
Integrate new brand personality into all
marketing materials including map and written
content

(cont'd)

Create new images and videos that reflect the
brand experiences and post on the website and
social media channels

Track Brand reputation and sentiment
index improvements through website
research and on degree of positive –
neutral view held on Twenty Valley
brand

On-line conversation index

Less copy more visuals

Enhance the
Twenty Valley
Brand Positioning
and Personality

Address TVTA website: Segment by
experiences; add visitor storytelling portal and
monthly focus on business member categories
Year 2
Create opportunities to engage visitors with the
brand through two way conversations and
contests
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OBJECTIVE: Define and Grow the Twenty Valley Brand
Strategies

Tactics

Initiatives

Measures

How we achieve
our objectives and
goals

How to achieve strategies

The details

Targets to be reached with
milestones

Develop a Strategic Marketing
Plan to focus efforts on building
the Twenty Valley brand; driving
awareness and increasing
visitation

Year 1
Implement full marketing plan, RFP annual
marketing services based on the plan
Establish baseline awareness scores
Look for funding to cover project.
Conduct a visitor survey to track and
extrapolate annual visitation and to capture
visitor profile/demographics

Destination
Promotion

Track Brand reputation and sentiment
index improvements through website
research and on degree of positive –
neutral view held on Twenty Valley
brand

On-line conversation index

Look for funding for project
Year 2
Fully execute the marketing plan
Update marketing strategy annually
Adjust plan based on learnings from previous
plan
Year 3
Update marketing strategy
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OBJECTIVE: Define and Grow the Twenty Valley Brand
Strategies

Tactics

Initiatives

Measures

How we achieve
our objectives and
goals

How to achieve strategies

The details

Targets to be reached with
milestones

(cont'd)
Destination
Promotion

Create a digital marketing
strategy to place a greater
importance on digital marketing.

Year 1
Personalize the Twenty Valley experience on
website and social platforms.

Digital plan developed and executed

Increase consumer engagement,
access to consumers and build
consumer loyalty on a broader
scale.

Illuminate the regional characters and the
authentic experiences.

Collect benchmark results from geotargeting/fencing

Digital Geo-targeting/fencing

Web analytics package

Expand Facebook, add outdoor
/tourism experiences to events
content.

Year 2
Add social channels as analytics grow.

Monitor three or four travel reviews

Pinterest or other new channels that reach
target consumer.
Year 3
Expand digital marketing and significantly
reduce printed material.
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OBJECTIVE: Organizational Development & Membership Retention
Strategies

Tactics

Initiatives

Measure

How we achieve our
objectives and goals

How to achieve strategies

The details

Targets to be reached with
milestones

Execute staff activity cleanse,
to ensure focus on strategies
that have a broader impact on
tourism

TVTA Process
Improvement

Elevate partnership with
Niagara College Tourism
Program ex. digital student
internships
Build social media/digital
marketing skill set

Year 1
Review tasks of Executive Director and
Coordinator against strategic objectives
Leverage Niagara College and Brock University
student internships to drive digital strategy and
manage social media program
Year 2
Consider hiring a graduate student from the
Tourism program to elevate the digital/social
media outreach

Identify gaps, provide a quarterly
report on objectives
Become a social media and digital
tourism marketing leader for our
membership
Track on-line analytics, using
benchmarks and provide updates for
the membership quarterly/bi-annually

Year 3
Build on successes from previous year based on
key learnings
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OBJECTIVE: Organizational Development & Membership Retention
Strategies

Tactics

Initiatives

Measure

How we achieve our
objectives and goals

How to achieve strategies

The details

Targets to be reached with
milestones

Develop fact - based approach
to selling TVTA

Year 1
Report using Ontario’s Tourism Regional
Economic Impact Model (TREIM), this is a great
tool to calculate economic value

Create a model to demonstrate
Economic value
Develop empirical approach to
positioning value of TVTA

(cont'd)
TVTA Process
Improvement

ROI approach to elevate image
with partners and members,
promote successes with data
Establish benchmark metrics...
lift the image, promote
successes

Report the economic value of TVTA to
members, stakeholders and funding partners
Create and conduct a member On-line Survey:
2 key questions: Value of TVTA to my business/
Professionalism of TVTA
Year 2
Adjust reporting content based on feedback
from stakeholders and industry best practices
Add brand sentiment/awareness
improvements, visitation increases, digital
analytics improvements and travel review
summary – member communication

Report improvements annually
Establish Year 1 baseline and develop
KPIs based on % increases and monitor
and report quarterly
 Economic Value
 Web analytics
 Brand sentiment, awareness/
loyalty reputation
 Visitation
Membership retention should be
measured as there should be an
increase in member satisfaction and
retention when TVTA can demonstrate
value through results

Year 3
Adjust and expand based on industry best
practices and feedback from stakeholders.
Add brand loyalty scores
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OBJECTIVE: Organizational Development & Membership Retention
Strategies

Tactics

Initiatives

How we achieve our
objectives and goals

How to achieve strategies

The details

Conduct Twenty Valley asset
mapping to identify current
product and services
strengths and gaps
Wayfinding and delivery of
tourism services

(cont'd)
TVTA Process
Improvement

Develop membership
package and fee structures

Year 1
Review results and address gaps with
municipal partners
Prioritize wayfinding improvements to
signage on QEW, at the exits and throughout
the wine route with the Niagara Region
Year 2
Annual recording of new services, and
members supporting product offering in
TVTA
Year 1
Develop a complete membership package
for all membership types
Membership Committee to review fee
structure and member benefits

Measure
Targets to be reached with
milestones
The strengths of Twenty Valley
brand will be noticeably recognized
through strong survey results after
year one
Local resources and assets are
solidified to ensure a successful
tourism product and experience for
visitors

Member retention is sustained
Year 2
Membership is increased;
specifically, within and surrounding
Twenty Valley

Year 2
Review membership satisfaction; execute
and survey and one on one interviews
Year 3
Review and streamline membership
benefits/needs
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OBJECTIVE: Board Development
Strategies

Tactics

Initiatives

Measures

How we achieve our
objectives and goals

How to achieve strategies

The details

Targets to be reached with
milestones

Review and amend current bylaws.

Board Governance

Review election process and
seats on the Board to allow for
professional/non-tourism
sector individuals

Year 1
Identify a list of skills and potential individual
business leaders, senior municipal partners
/conservation leaders and community leaders
that would be assets and augment expertise of
the current Board from the wine, culinary and
retail sectors

Look to the private sector
Board composition as an
example of best practices

Year 2
Complete transition to 50% of the new by-laws’
Board composition is tourism Board members

TVTA Board members are elected
based on their leadership experience,
expertise and strength in business and
tourism
TVTA Board is comprised of elected
Board members that collectively
possess all of best skills required for
Destination Management
Board members are engaged and
driving TVTA strategy

Year 3
Fully implement new by-laws’ Board
composition
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OBJECTIVE: Board Development
Strategies

Tactics

Initiatives

Measures

How we achieve our
objectives and goals

How to achieve strategies

The details

Targets to be reached with milestones

Initiate a succession planning
committee of Board to introduce
new entrants

Year 1
Identify younger business leaders and tourism
experts for succession planning

Approach non- tourism sector
business leaders

Create and execute a mentoring program

Structured and active succession
planning and mentoring program in
place

Year 2
Develop strong committee leads

Succession
Planning

Engage new non-member committee members
to increase interest in awareness for successors
on the Board
Year 3
On-going process
Review committee needs
Implement a Board initiated exit
interviews for non-engaged and
ex-members of TVTA

Year 1
Identify a list of disengaged TVTA members and
ex-members

Member satisfaction improves

Uncover and address the areas of dissatisfaction
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APPENDIX
The Environmental Scan serves as a compilation of research and acquired sources, which were accessed during the course of this study to
supply information that has an impact on the strategic imperatives in the Strategic Plan.
Sources for the Twenty Valley Tourism Association Strategic Plan have been categorized as ‘primary‘ and ‘secondary’ reflecting the
manner by which the consultants accessed the data and opinions throughout the strategic planning process, which occurred from August
– October 2016.

Primary Sources
Survey charts
The following charts represent 49 responses by TVTA members during August 2016
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Graph summary includes:
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BOARD & MEMBER INTERVIEWS
The areas of feedback may be defined under the following categories:
1. Organizational Development
2. Destination Development
3. Destination Promotion
Organization Development
TVTA has the opportunity to improve its impact and increase member satisfaction by shifting from winery to a broader tourism focus. A consistent
theme throughout the interviews, tourism leadership, spoke to the need to drive visitation and economic value vs. executing events helping to
leverage the strengths and broad range of assets in the area:




Opportunity to shift the core focus to high quality wine& culinary experiences and outdoor activities that serve as hidden gems within the
region.
Focus on sustainable long term funding by collaborating with municipal partners and clearly defining performance benchmarks and reporting
results of economic impact
Review staff workload allocation to ensure that effort is not only tied to a series of tasks, but is focused on driving quality output.

Destination Development




Redefine the brand to reflect the Twenty Valley attributes, brand positioning and personality
Develop relevant brand standards to effectively promote the communities, products, and assets that define Twenty Valley.
Adopt a Destination Management approach aligning strategy, funding, tourism research and marketing communications to the Board agenda
and staff skills & expertise.

Destination Promotion




Once the brand positioning is fully vetted and defined to address the brand essence (wine, culinary, events, and outdoor activities), it can then
combine with the marketing communications execution.
There is a need for a comprehensive digital strategy which embodies an interactive web presence with a social media application.
Wayfinding should become a significant element in generating the marketing effort on behalf of the Twenty Valley
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What is unique about Twenty Valley:
Interviewees were asked to comment on what they thought was most unique about Twenty Valley. The comments help to narrow the
focus on the strengths, primary assets and personality of the brand.














Beautiful rolling hills and countryside – Gorgeous landscape, green space and clean air.
Beautiful hiking trails and cycling routes– although lack of info.
Great place for Foodies – great restaurants, artisanal shops and road side seasonal fruits and vegetables.
Proximity/Access to the largest market in Ontario ……Twenty Valley is closer than Niagara Falls and Niagara-on-the-Lake.
Lots of characters – Meet the owner, family style essence, makes it more personal.
Authentic, hand-crafted, high quality, not corporate.
More assets, more wineries (more premium), more diversity and other assets that are just not well known.
Jordan Village
45+ Wineries – more than any other region.
Green space – Conservation areas, Bruce Trail, Balls Falls.
Farm to table culinary.
Agri-tourism and eco-tourism
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Describe the TVTA Brand:
Interviewees were asked to describe the Twenty Valley brand personality:









Down to Earth
Family style essence – meet the owner
Authentic & Contagiously Friendly
Diverse Experiences
Small businesses - not corporate
High Quality & artisanal
Local characters (entrepreneurs)
Bruce Trail hiking/walking and other conservation areas – Beautiful landscape, great for cycling

Role of the TVTA:
Interviewees were asked to comment on how they see the role of TVTA and their expectations as the organization aspires to evolve.













Tourism Leader which is politically connected
Promote Destination & Drive Awareness for Twenty Valley- build a strong brand.
Destination Development Create municipal/business alliances, be engaged and involved in community.
Transparency and Accountability - progress report to funding partners; with economic, visitation and other relevant metrics.
Status reports to members on developments, event results and media coverage. Not a list of events.
Solicit new funding partners and attract corporate sponsors.
Build a strong and meaningful communications plan that keeps members informed and connected.
Social Media: Build engaging, sharable content and digital communications. Link to members providing active d-bases
Execute quality events which break even financially
Benchmark TVTA activity with consistent metrics
Division of Labour– coordination between Grimsby, Town of Lincoln, West Lincoln, Chamber, St. Catharines and TVTA (collaborate,
gain buy-in and get all stakeholders aligned with the same goals, eliminate duplication, over-lap and build trust and partnership).
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Build & Evolve the Twenty Valley Brand:







Connect Brand to Niagara
Improve signage QEW, exit and within Twenty Valley.
Develop and promote Cycling Trails, Walking Trails, Agri-Tourism and Eco-Tourism. Offer outdoor activities which drive visitor length of
stay
Water sports – Kayaks and Canoes.
Add “signature premium summer event”
Engage “Locals”

TVTA Organizational Opportunities:











What are the opportunities for the organization to enhance alignment and better serve the stakeholder community?
Be TV Ambassador’s - Members to work together more. Promote each other particularly in geographic pockets.
Community Engagement - Member social event to build connectivity and sense of community.
Engagement and collaboration – Be visible in the community and be engaged with the municipalities, attend events, increase visibility.
Be tourism focused not winery focused
Do less but do it better. Quality vs. Quantity.
Membership structure and fees – Review and adjust. There may be a 3rd Tier directory listing membership option.
Transparency & Accountability - There is mixed consensus on the value of the TVTA membership.
Benchmark performance and report results – Economic Value and visitation. There is mixed consensus on the value of the TVTA
membership.
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TVTA Board Effectiveness:






We asked the Board members to comment on their impression of the Board effectiveness and to identify any areas for improvement?
Made up of small businesses that tend to think tactically…. Evolve the Board meeting content to a higher level.
Satisfaction with current staff … continue with organized practical/logical approach and business like.
Require a few new Board members to add different perspective to Board discussion
Board is somewhat winery focused, recognizing that winery membership is higher than any other sector. Perhaps the experience and skill
set of membership is not being leveraged.

IMPLICATIONS :






Twenty Valley brand requires development, not well defined
TVTA can better engage with members and municipalities
Outdoor activities are a strong support element to the winery/culinary experience
Adjustment of Board composition, longevity of Board members consistent issue
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Secondary Sources
DATA TRENDS

SOURCE

DESCRIPTION

Destination Canada

Approx. 25% of Canadian population, heaviest concentration GTA
Main drivers of activity: outdoor & food/beverage
Cultural / authentic experiences
Significant interest in festivals/culinary experience
Trip Planning: Digital search, friends/family, inexpensive travel option

TPN

Average age 45, high level income
ON attracts approx. 40% of cycling in Canada, Niagara 10% of ON cycling
Wine tasting & culinary key pairing with cycling
Green Belt Route /Waterfront trails key opportunity for development

Wine Tourism: 2015
Report

CVA/TIAC

Wine & Culinary tourism growth phase globally
1.9 m visitors/yr. in Ontario
Project 230,000 new visitors to Niagara 2015-20

RTO #2 (TPN)

MTCS

66% Niagara visitors from ON, U.S. comprise 27% tourism 70% visitors from ON… GTA &
Hamilton

Millennial Travel

Cycling

Twenty Valley
Winery Visitation

Wine Council Ontario

23% visitors from local area
• GTA 31%, south central/west ON 25%
73% couples/friends
US visitation 10%
More experienced wine consumers, slightly higher avg. spend
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IMPLICATIONS:





TV enjoys huge potential to focus on mid age couple and millennials in GTA
Marketing focus to consider high quality wine consumer
Target millennials against wine events, also potential for non-wine festival development
Cycling tourist growing @ high rate… capitalize on potential

CYCLING
Trend and Best Practices Tourism Report TPN 2016
Cycling is a growing sport and one that Twenty Valley can leverage and promote to appeal to potential visitors. The cycling community in
2010 was 2 million people and has increased at double digits every year since then. Cyclists are very similar in demographics to wine
tourists; they are an average of 45 years old, educated, with a house old income (HHI) of $100,000+. Tourism research shows that cyclists
seek out culinary experiences, hiking, camping, wine tasting and cultural sites. This is worth noting and capitalizing on, as Twenty Valley is
well positioned to appeal to the cycling community and giving potential or current visitors another reason to come to Twenty Valley or to
stay longer.
Cycling tourists typically travel in groups of 2 to 4. They seek information from websites, social media and cycling maps. This is an
important fact to keep in mind for future consideration when marketing to the cycling community.
TPN identified cycling as a core activity in its repertoire of things to do in Niagara. This is an area of potential alignment for TVTA and TPN.
Many cycling trails are well marked and highlighted on the TPN website although; Twenty Valley trails are not articulated or defined.
Some areas of Niagara have created infrastructure around cycling in an attempt to make it easy for visitors to access information, find
cycling trails and to rent bicycles.
There are some wonderful cycling trails in Twenty Valley; the waterfront trail, the Bruce Trail, Short Hills Park and the Green Belt Trail.
TVTA might want to consider elevating cycling as a core activity and to partner with TPN to assist with support for an awareness
campaign.
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WINE TOURISM
MTCS/TPN 2015, WCO 2014 and CVA/TIAC 2015
Canadian wine tourism is projected to grow by 15% to 3.5 million visitors per year by 2020. Worldwide wine and culinary tourism is
considered a global phenomenon on a universal scope and is in a clear growth phase which is expected to have a positive impact on the
economy, employment and heritage of communities within wine tourism regions (UNWTO). This is good news for Twenty Valley and the
potential to attract more tourists.
Ontario has about 80% of the countries wine tourism with Niagara being the biggest benefactor. The current economic impact for Ontario
is estimated at $3.3 billion with the wine industry employing over 14,000 Ontarians. Knowing that the impact that wine tourism has in
driving strong economic value; it should be noted and incorporated as a metric in reporting results to members and stakeholders.
The Ontario wine industry attracts over 2 million visitors per year. Visitation to the Niagara region is expected to grow by approximately
230,000 to 2020.
Twenty Valley wine tourists are on average age of 44, coming primarily from Tor GTA, South West and South Central Ontario. US visitors
make up less than 10% of total visitor base while US visitors make up more than 25% of the visitors to NOTL. When considering marketing
to specific areas Twenty Valley would be best served by focusing efforts on the GTA, South Central and South West to get the best return
on investment. Twenty Valley attracts a higher than average number of visitors considered more experienced wine drinkers, typically
seeking structured tastings and spending more on their trips on average than in other regions. They are high value consumers.
69% of wine tourists visiting Twenty Valley are day trips vs. NOTL with 42%. This may be indicative of the limited accommodations
infrastructure in Twenty Valley or a lack of awareness of the accommodations that do exist. Another interesting fact was that Twenty
Valley wine tourists were twice as likely to stumble upon the area vs. NOTL; clearly demonstrating the need to drive awareness of the area
and its assets. It should be noted that more visitors to Twenty Valley relied on road signs to navigate their trip than those visiting in NOTL
and PEC. This is shining a light on the need for improved Wayfinding throughout Twenty Valley.
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WINE REGION BEST PRACTICES
Sonoma County and Oregon
Building a successful wine & culinary destination starts with a strong, clearly defined and articulated brand personality, a clear
understanding of the product or assets they are promoting (what they have to offer), the knowledge of what the customer wants (the
area has what visitors want) and they target specific customer segments and demographics based on validated research. Marketing
intelligence matters.
Top wine & culinary destinations execute targeted marketing campaigns (targeted against a specific customer and geographic regions)
that will deliver the greatest return on their investment. More and more marketing budgets are being allocated to digital communications
since social media is great for building traffic, brand awareness, customer engagement and loyalty. Thankfully there are many ways to
measure ROI today beyond likes and shares. The best marketers identify which social media sites are yielding the biggest ROI for their
respective organizations and concentrate their focus and efforts on those. Sonoma County has a photo sharing campaign called “my
#sonoma passion”. It is a great example of a simple inexpensive initiative to engage visitors and invite them share their best moments and
favorite places with others. Consumers are influenced more frequently by friends and family, (word of mouth), than in any other way.
Best Practices Include:
 Product development
 Destination Management – they focus on the right activities and have the right skill set and experience to manage all aspects of
DM
 Clearly defined brand personality and attributes
 Targeted marketing – concentrating on fewer campaigns targeted to specific consumers’ segments to achieve the greatest
return.
 Relying more on hard data and research rather than anecdotal and opinions in all decision making
 Marketing experiences and activities – through photos and videos
Another significant learning from Oregon and California is that the top destinations put a concerted effort behind building strong and
respectful relationship with local residents (to gain their support as tourism and the inconveniences of tourism growth) and municipal
partners. It was clear that strong relationships with municipal partners, where all parties work to achieve the same goals resulted in the
partners doing their part to support the agreed upon outcome.
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Supported in Partnership with:
Twenty Valley Tourism Board of Directors, The Tourism Partnership of Niagara,
Town of Lincoln, Niagara Tourism Stakeholders and the Twenty Valley Members
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